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Electronic Filename: Export from gINT.mdb and Export from gINT.xls 
 
The main gINT project database created for the UMore Park Geological Assessment consists of the following ten 
separate tables that can be linked using the PointID field.   
 
   PROJECT 
   POINT 
   WATER LEVELS 
   LITHOLOGY 
   SAMPLE RESULTS 
   DRILL ACTION 
   SAMPLE RUNS 
   GEOLOGY 
   ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION 
   WTAVGRVL 
 
The gINT project database was exported to both Microsoft Access database (*.mdb) and Microsoft Excel workbook 
(*.xls) with the file name Export from gINT.  In the paragraphs below is a brief description of the tables and fields within 
the Export from gINT database/workbook as an aid to users of these data. 
 
 
PROJECT  
This brief table/worksheet contains general information about the project and its location 
  
Fieldname  Explanation 
Client   Name of client 
Property   Name of property 
Property location  Property location 
County   County name 
City   City name 
State   State name 
Datum   Project coordinates and datum 
Depth Log Page  Depth per log page.  Used to format drilling logs 
GintUpdated  A gINT system field, gINT’s last update.  
 
 
POINT 
This table/worksheet contains information about the location and elevation of each test hole drilled in addition to several 
other attributes related to the entire test hole. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
East   UTM Zone 15 NAD83 Easting or X coordinate (meters) 
East_Err  Estimated error in GPS measurement of easting or X direction  (meters) 
North   UTM Zone 15 NAD83 Northing or Y coordinate (meters) 
North_Err  Estimated error in GPS measurement of northing or Y direction (meters) 
Elev_Err  Estimated error in GPS measurement of elevation (meters) 
Elevation  NAVD88 elevation of test hole (meters)  
HoleDepth  Total depth drilled 
Site Conditions  General site conditions including whether drill site is at natural grade or disturbed 
Date Started  Date the test hole was started 
Time Started  Time the test hole was started rounded to the nearest five minutes 
Date Completed  Date the test hole was completed 
Time Completed  Time the test hole was completed rounded to the nearest five minutes. 
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DrillingMethod  Type of drilling method used.  Values are either 9-inch flight auger or 4x6 Rotasonic 
DMSym   Values are either Auger or Coring.  Used to assign patterns to sample run intervals on the  
   drilling logs 
Drill Rig   Make and model of drill rig used 
Drilling Contractor Drilling contractor  
Logged By  Name of the person that logged the test hole 
Comments  Any additional comments about the test hole or drilling process 
Plunge   A gINT system field used only for inclined drill holes 
Phase   Values are either Phase I or Phase II.  Used in progress reports and billing. 
 
 
WATER LEVELS 
This table/worksheet contains information on ground water conditions encountered during drilling each test hole in 
addition to a summary of some of the economic attributes of each test hole. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
WaterEncountered -1 = ground water encountered.  0 = ground water not encountered 
Depth   Ground water depth rounded to the nearest 0.5 feet (feet) or text describing ground water  
   conditions 
EconMatPres  -1 = economic sand and gravel present.  0 = economic sand and gravel not present 
BottomEnc  -1 = bottom of “granular” interval encountered.  0 = bottom of  “granular” interval not  
   encountered 
TotalOB   Total thickness of overburden (feet) rounded to the nearest 0.5 feet 
ProvThick  Total thickness of economic sand and gravel (feet) “proven” through drilling rounded to the 
   nearest 0.5 feet 
ProbThick  Inferred additional thickness of economic sand and gravel (feet) rounded to the nearest 0.5 
   feet 
TotalThick  ProvThick + ProbThick or total estimated thickness of economic sand and gravel (feet)  
   rounded to the nearest 0.5 feet 
BelowDeposit A general classification of the type of geologic materials that underlie the economic or 

subeconomic sand and gravel intervals drilled.  This field was created to help guide the Phase 
II drilling program.  It proved to be such an informative part of the weekly update maps that a 
map summarizing this field has been added to the list of final project deliverables.  Economic 
means the test hole ended in what is interpreted to be economic material.  Subeconomic + 
means the test hole terminated in sub-economic sand and gravel that has the potential for 
becoming economic with further depth.  Subeconomic – means the test hole terminated in sub-
economic sand and gravel that was thicker and possibly with a lower percentage gravel than 
Subeconomic +.  The remaining non-economic values in this field should be self explanatory.  
It should be noted that this classification is very general and ignores certain intervals.  The 
drilling logs should be consulted for additional detail. 

 
Sampled   -1 = Samples were collected and analyzed.  0 = Samples not collected 
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LITHOLOGY 
This table/worksheet contains the main lithologic descriptions of materials encountered during drilling process and the 
information used by gINT to symbolize this information on the printed drilling logs. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the interval (feet) rounded to the nearest 0.5 feet 
Bottom   Depth to the bottom of the interval (feet) rounded to the nearest 0.5 feet 
 
Major Material  A classification of the major material present for each interval  logged 
Description  A description of the material present for each interval logged 
Graphic   A gINT graphic used to distinguish various geologic materials on the drilling logs.  There is a 
   very crude correlation between these graphic names and the ASTM Unified soil classification 
   for the material present in each interval.  

 
 

Sediments that are primarily clay are shown with the CH symbol, a series of bold diagonal 
lines.  Sediments that are primarily silt are shown with the CL symbol, also a series of 
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diagonal lines.  The FILL and TOPSOIL symbols should be self explanatory.  Glacial till 
(TILL graphic) is shown with a combination of diagonal lines and a gravel pattern, reflecting 
its great range of particle sizes from clay through gravel.  The GM graphic is used to 
symbolize sand and gravel with between 25 and 40 percent gravel, not greater than 50 percent 
as ASTM specifies, that is dirty to very dirty (greater than 10 percent total silt + clay).   The 
GM graphic has a sand and gravel pattern with vertical lines that are meant to portray the dirty 
nature of the material.  The GP graphic is used to symbolize sand and gravel with between 25 
and 40 percent gravel that contains approximately 3 to 10 percent total silt + clay.  The GP 
graphic is a sand and gravel pattern that does not have any lines through it signifying its 
relatively clean nature.  The GP-GM graphic is used to symbolize sand and gravel with 
between 15 and 25 percent gravel, not greater than 50 percent as ASTM specifies, that is dirty 
to very dirty (greater than 10 percent total silt + clay).  The GP-GM graphic also has vertical 
lines that are meant to portray the dirty nature of the material.  The GPS graphic is used to 
symbolize sand and gravel with between 15 and 25 percent gravel that contains approximately 
3 to 10 percent total silt + clay.  The GPS graphic has a sand and gravel pattern without 
vertical lines through it signifying its relatively clean nature.  The GW graphic is used to 
symbolize sand and gravel that has greater than 40 percent gravel, not greater than 50 percent 
as ASTM specifies, and has approximately 3 to 10 percent total silt + clay.  The GW graphic 
is a sand and gravel pattern that does not have vertical lines.  The GW-GM graphic is used to 
symbolize sand and gravel that has greater than 40 percent gravel, not greater than 50 percent 
as ASTM specifies, and is dirty to very dirty (greater than 10 percent total silt + clay).  The 
GW-GM graphic has vertical lines meant to portray the dirty nature of the material.  The MLG 
graphic is used to symbolize sand with between 1 and 15 percent gravel that is dirty to very 
dirty (greater than 10 percent total silt + clay but nowhere near the 50 percent that ASTM 
specifies for ML).  The MLG graphic is a sand and gravel pattern with vertical lines meant to 
portray the dirty nature of the material.  The SPG graphic is used to symbolize sand with 
between 1 and 15 percent gravel that contains approximately 3 to 10 percent total silt + clay.  
The SPG graphic is a sand and gravel pattern without vertical lines.  The SM graphic is used 
to symbolize sand with less than 1 percent gravel that is dirty to very dirty.  The SM graphic is 
a sand pattern with vertical lines meant to portray the dirty nature of the material.  The SP 
graphic is used to symbolize sand with less than 1 percent gravel that has approximately 3 to 
10 percent total silt + clay.  The SP graphic is a sand pattern with no vertical lines.  The 
LIMESTONE graphic is used to symbolize limestone bedrock and weathered limestone 
residuum.  The SANDSTONE graphic is used to symbolize sandstone bedrock.  No graphic 
patterns are used for intervals logged as ROCK or NO RECOVERY. 
 

Graphic Color A color assigned to each graphic to denote percentage gravel either measured for sampled 
intervals or estimated for intervals not sampled.  White is used for non-economic sediments 
such as fill, topsoil, silt, clay, till and bedrock and also for sand or sand with very minor trace 
gravel containing less than 5 percent gravel.  Yellow is used to symbolize intervals with 
between 5 and 15 percent total gravel (very minor gravel).  Orange is used to symbolize 
intervals with between 15 and 25 percent total gravel (minor gravel).  Red is used with the GP 
and GW graphic to symbolize intervals with between 25 and 40 percent gravel.  Red is also 
used with the GW and GW-GM graphics to symbolize intervals with greater than 40 percent 
gravel. 
 

Line Type  All values are 0.  This field causes all the lines between intervals on the drilling logs to print 
   as a solid line. 
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SAMPLE RESULTS 
This table/worksheet contains a subset of the Laboratory Data -Gravel Results.xls worksheet, primarily percentage gravel 
data that are summarized on the drilling logs. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the interval (feet) 
To   Depth to the bottom of the interval (feet) 
Plus 1 ½ Inch  Percentage gravel in sample greater than 1-1/2 inches 
Percent 15 to 75  Percentage gravel in sample between 1.5 inches and 0.75 inches 
Percent 75 to 4  Percentage gravel in sample between 0.75 inches and #4 sieve 
Sand   Percentage sand in sample  
Plus 4 Mesh  Total percentage gravel (greater than #4 mesh) 
SampleWt  Total weight of sample (pounds) The larger the sample the more reliable the measurement of 
   the percentage of larger fragments 
Photographed  -1 = Photographs exist for laboratory samples from this interval.  0 = Photographs do not exist 
   for laboratory samples from this interval.  Field created to streamline the compilation of the 
   final data set. 
    
 
DRILL ACTION 
This table/worksheet summarizes intervals where gravel is indicated by the combination of the field geologist’s and the 
driller’s interpretation of the way the drill behaves, i.e. gravel indicated by drill action.  Intervals described as “gravel at 
x feet”, or “rock at x feet” are indicated  by  0.2 feet of thickness beginning at “x”.  Intervals described as “intermittent 
gravel from x to y” are indicated by 0.8 feet of thickness beginning at x for every one foot interval where “intermittent 
gravel” was indicated by drill action.  This attribute is not recorded for test holes drilled using the rotasonic drilling 
method. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the “gravel indicated by drill action” interval (feet) 
Bottom   Depth to the bottom of the “gravel indicated by drill action” interval (feet) 
 
 
SAMPLE RUNS 
This table/worksheet summarizes the record of the various sampling runs made to complete each test hole with no sample 
run being greater than 20 feet as specified in the RFP. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the sampling run (feet) 
Bottom   Depth to the bottom of the sampling run (feet) 
 
 
GEOLOGY 
This table/worksheet contains a very brief geologic interpretation for all intervals drilled 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the interval (feet) 
Bottom   Depth to the bottom of the interval (feet) 
Material   An interpretation of the geologic origin of the material or to which  formal stratigraphic unit 
   the interval could be assigned.  In a few cases these values have been abbreviated to better fit 
   the format of the individual printed drilling logs. 
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ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION 
This table/worksheet contains the interpretation of economic potential of all intervals drilled. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the interval (feet) 
Bottom   Depth to the bottom of the interval (feet) 
Classification An interpretation of the economic potential of each interval.  Economic = Economic sand and 

gravel.  Economic? = the economic viability of the interval was questioned on the field 
drilling logs.  Sub economic = granular material (sand) usually with some gravel that is 
interpreted to not to be economic at this time in this aggregate market.  Non economic = 
intervals that would likely never be considered economic.  

Graphic Color A color applied to the economic classification where black is used to symbolize overburden 
and non economic materials below the economic or sub economic sand and gravel intervals.  
Light gray is used to symbolize sub economic sand and gravel intervals.  Very light red or 
pink is used to symbolize the intervals interpreted to contain economic sand and gravel.  

 
WTAVGRVL 
This table/worksheet contains a subset of the Laboratory Data -Gravel Results.xls worksheet, primarily weighted average 
percentage gravel data that are printed on the drilling logs in the economic classification column. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
PointID   Unique test hole number 
Depth   Depth to the top of the interval (feet) 
To   Depth to the bottom of the interval (feet) 
WA_GRVL  Total weighted average percent gravel (greater than #4 sieve).  This is the value printed in the 
   economic classification column on  the drilling logs 
WA_15   Weighted average percent gravel greater than 1.5 inches 
WA_75_15  Weighted average percent gravel between 1.5 inches and 0.75  inches 
WA_4_75  Weighted average percent gravel between 0.75 inches and #4 sieve 
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Electronic Filename: Laboratory Data – Gravel Results.xls 
This workbook contains the results of the laboratory gradations of the gravel fraction for each interval sampled as well as 
a weighted average percent gravel for each test hole sampled.  Some fields in this worksheet are duplicated.  This was 
done in order to streamline copy and paste of data into the gINT project database tables 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
Row   Row that test hole is located on.  Useful for sorting the worksheet 
Hole   Hole number along row.  Useful for sorting the worksheet 
Boring   Unique test hole number.  Same as PointID in gINT database 
Depth Label  Depth interval in a label format (feet) 
1.5” +   Weight of sample fraction greater than 1.5 inches (grams) 
0.75” – 1.5”  Weight of sample fraction between 1.5 and 0.75 inches (grams) 
No. 4 to 0.75”  Weight of sample fraction between 0.75 inches and the #4 sieve (grams) 
Pan / Sand  Weight of sample fraction passing the #4 sieve (sand) (grams) 
Total   Total sample weight (grams) 
Thickness  Thickness of interval sampled (feet).  Used in weighted average percent gravel calculation 
Depth   Depth to the top of the sampled interval (feet).  This first depth field contains values of either 
   100 (for holes 65 feet deep or less) or 1000 (for holes deeper than 100 feet) for the line  
   containing the weighted average percent gravel results.  These fictitious values allow the data 
   to be sorted by row, then by hole then by this depth field causing the weighted average percent 
   gravel results to appear after the individual sample results in order of increasing depth for each 
   hole. 
To   Depth to the bottom of the sampled interval (feet) 
1.5” +   Individual weight percent of sample fraction greater than 1.5 inches.  This value also appears 
   in the SAMPLE RESULTS Table of the gINT project database and is shown on the drilling 
   logs. 
0.75” – 1.5”  Individual weight percent of sample fraction between 1.5 and 0.75 inches.  This value also 
   appears in the SAMPLE RESULTS Table of the gINT project database and is shown on the 
   drilling logs. 
No. 4 to 0.75”  Individual weight percent of sample fraction between 0.75 inches and the #4 sieve.  This value 
   also appears in the SAMPLE RESULTS Table of the gINT project database and is shown  on 
   the drilling logs. 
.Pan / Sand  Individual weight percent of sample fraction passing the #4 sieve (sand).  This value also  
   appears in the SAMPLE RESULTS Table of the gINT project database and is shown on the 
   drilling logs. 
Total +4   Total percent gravel (greater than #4 sieve).  This value also appears in the SAMPLE  
   RESULTS Table  of the gINT project database and is shown on the drilling logs. 
Sample Wt (lb)  Total sample weight (pounds).  This value also appears in the SAMPLE RESULTS Table of 
   the gINT project database and is shown on the drilling logs. 
Boring   Unique test hole number.  Same as PointID in gINT database/workbook 
Depth   Depth to the top of the sampled interval (feet) 
To   Depth to the bottom of the sampled interval (feet) 
Total % + #4  Total weighted average percent gravel for the entire interval sampled for each test hole  
   sampled This value appears in the WTAVGRVL table in the gINT project database and on the 
   drilling logs in the economic classification column 
 
% +1.5”   Weighted average percent gravel greater than 1.5 inches for the entire interval sampled 
% 0.75 – 1.5”  Weighted average percent gravel between 1.5 and 0.75 inches for the entire interval sampled 
% No. 4 to 0.75”  Weighted average percent gravel between 0.75 inches and the #4  sieve for the entire interval 
   sampled 
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Electronic Filename: Laboratory Data – Sand Results.xls 
This workbook contains the results of the laboratory gradations of the sand fraction for each test hole sampled. 
 
Fieldname  Explanation 
Row   Row that test hole is located on.  Useful for sorting the worksheet 
Hole   Hole number along row.  Useful for sorting the worksheet 
PointID    Unique test hole number. 
Depth Label  Depth interval in a label format (feet) 
Depth   Depth to the top of the sampled interval (feet) 
To   Depth to the bottom of the sampled interval (feet) 
Thickness (ft)  Thickness of interval sampled (feet) 
No. 8   Individual weight of sample fraction between #4 and #8 sieves (grams) 
No. 16   Individual weight of sample fraction between #8 and #16 sieves (grams) 
No. 30   Individual weight of sample fraction between #16 and #30 sieves (grams) 
No. 50   Individual weight of sample fraction between #30 and #50 sieves (grams) 
No 100   Individual weight of sample fraction between #50 and #100 sieves (grams) 
No. 200   Individual weight of sample fraction between #100 and #200 sieves (grams) 
Pan   Individual weight of sample fraction passing the #200 sieve (grams) 
Total   Total sample weight (grams) 
No. 8   Individual weight percent of sample fraction between #4 and #8 sieves 
No. 16   Individual weight percent of sample fraction between #8 and #16 sieves 
No. 30   Individual weight percent of sample fraction between #16 and #30 sieves 
No. 50   Individual weight percent of sample fraction between #30 and #50 sieves 
No 100   Individual weight percent of sample fraction between #50 and  #100 sieves 
No. 200   Individual weight percent of sample fraction between #100 and #200 sieves 
Pan   Individual weight percent of sample fraction passing the #200 sieve




